I. Executive Summary
As a signatory to the Convention on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD), 1
the United States is under an obligation to condemn racial discrimination and pursue a
policy of eliminating racial discrimination, in all its forms (art. 2, ¶1). The U.S. has not
taken seriously the duty under Article 2 of CERD to affirmatively address racial
discrimination. Instead, the U.S. has rationalized racial discriminatory effects as not
covered by U.S. law. Sometimes these effects are caused by explicit government polices.
At other times they are caused by private actors. Frequently, it is a combination of both.
The Convention defines racial discrimination (art. 1, ¶1) to mean distinctions, exclusions,
restrictions or preferences based on race which have “the purpose or effect” of nullifying
or impairing the recognition, enjoyment or exercise, on an equal footing, of human rights
and fundamental freedoms in any field of public life. CERD’s definition of
discrimination is unequivocal: effects and racially disparate outcomes caused by
individual action or government practices or policies, singularly or collectively, are of
primary concern.
Contrary to CERD, U.S. law defines racial discrimination more narrowly in at least two
critical respects. First, with few exceptions U.S. law narrowly defines cognizable racial
discrimination by requiring evidence of intent to discriminate. Section II demonstrates
that such a requirement is contrary to the framework of CERD and does not reflect the
real-world operation of discriminatory behavior in contemporary American society. As
recognized by CERD, discrimination can be the product of facially race neutral polices
and practices as well as unintentional action and inaction of individuals. This observation
is not controversial and yet fails to be robustly recognized in U.S. law.
Second, U.S. law fails to recognize that racial discrimination in American society often
arises from the interactions, both public and private, over time and across domains.
Section III details how racial discrimination manifests itself in these ways and argues that
to correct for unjustifiable and cumulative racial impacts, U.S. courts and policy makers
must adopt an inter-institutional perspective.
Although Article 1 and General
Recommendation XIV of CERD are concerned with racially disparate effects of policies
and practices involving this intersectionality, U.S. courts have been increasingly reluctant
to redress discrimination in one domain that is caused by interactions in other domains.
The definition of discrimination under CERD also extends to private as well as public
action. Although the U.S. has reserved to the Convention with respect to the regulation of
private conduct beyond what is required under domestic law, the United States is
responsible for addressing unjustifiable racial impacts that result from the interaction of
public and private actions.
Section IV of the report outlines the duty of all U.S. Government authorities to act in
conformity with and to take affirmative measures to meet the requirements under CERD
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(art.2). Although the U.S. complies with laws that satisfy many of CERD’s mandates, it
is increasingly backing away from affirmative measures to remedy racialized outcomes
two ways.
First, compliance with Article 2 requires the United States to pursue by all appropriate
means and without delay a policy of eliminating racial discrimination. Decision-making
authority, however, is highly fragmented in the United States, which has important
implications for racial equity. Institutional actors are often unable to disrupt racialized
outcomes that stem from policies across domains. Well-intentioned institutional actors in
one domain, such as education, can work at cross-purposes with actors in another
domain, such as criminal justice, exacerbating conditions for communities of color.
Furthermore, without formal coordination, various government authorities are less
effective in preventing and responding to racialized disasters such as Hurricanes Katrina
and Rita. Therefore, Article 2 requires that the United States enhance coordination among
federal branches of government and state and local governing bodies.
Second, although the Committee emphasized that the adoption of special measures in
cases of persistent disparities are an obligation of the state, 2 the U.S. has attempted to
rationalize policy-based discrimination as resulting from conditions beyond its control,
either private decision making or courts interpreting U.S. laws. 3 For example, the U.S.
federal government most recently argued for, and the Supreme Court ruled in favor of,
the elimination of race-conscious student assignment policies in elementary and
secondary education, despite a finding that the government had a compelling interest in
addressing racial isolation. 4 The Court not only failed to remedy the harmful effects of
racial discrimination, it severely limited the capacity of other governmental entities to
voluntarily address them. By adopting this “color-blind” approach, both the executive
and judicial branches of government exacerbate the effects of discriminatory practices
and policies, thwarting integration efforts of local governing bodies in violation of
Article 2.
Subsequent sections of this report draw attention to the many discrete areas in which the
U.S. is failing to uphold its obligations under the Treaty. This section emphasizes the
need to bring U.S. law in alignment with framework envisioned in CERD in order to
effectively address racial discrimination and promote and sustain genuine multi-racial,
multi-ethnic integration.
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II. The “intent doctrine” in U.S. anti-discrimination law is inconsistent with the
CERD framework.
The U.S. legal standard requiring that victims of discrimination prove “intent” to
discriminate as a condition to getting a remedy is a major barrier to addressing racial
inequality in general and meeting CERD obligations in particular. Such a requirement is
contrary to the framework of CERD and does not reflect the real-world operation of
discriminatory behavior in contemporary American society. As recognized by CERD,
discrimination can be the product of facially race neutral polices and practices as well as
an unintended consequence of individual action.
Racial discrimination is often the unintentional, but predictable consequence of public or
private action.
The Convention defines racial discrimination (Art. 1, ¶1) to mean distinctions,
exclusions, restrictions or preferences based on race which have “the purpose or effect”
of nullifying or impairing the recognition, enjoyment or exercise, on an equal footing, of
human rights and fundamental freedoms in any field of public life. Although the CERD
definition recognizes purposeful discrimination, racially disparate outcomes and effects
are of equal concern.5 Contrary to CERD, plaintiffs alleging racial discrimination in U.S.
courts must prove that the defendant was motivated by racial animus, and that this
discriminatory intent was the cause of plaintiff’s harm.
It is not that the text of pertinent Constitutional or statutory provisions preclude a reading
that accounts for unjustifiable racial impacts. 6 Instead, U.S. courts have increasingly
interpreted these provisions narrowly, especially with respect to racial discrimination. In
1976, the U.S Supreme Court, reviewing an Equal Protection Clause claim, limited the
scope of the Fourteenth Amendment’s protection against discrimination by announcing
the “intent doctrine.” 7 Under this doctrine, a plaintiff who alleges discrimination in
violation of the Equal Protection Clause must prove that the discriminating actor or
agency “selected or reaffirmed a particular course of action at least in part ‘because of,’
not merely ‘in spite of,’ its adverse effects upon an identifiable racial group.” 8 This
requirement of intent to discriminate in spite of predictable, adverse effects upon an
identifiable group is inconsistent with the paradigm envisioned in CERD and effectively
bars most discrimination plaintiffs from pursuing Equal Protection claims.
The Government’s report alleges that “statistical proof of racial disparity, particularly
when combined with other circumstantial evidence, is probative of the discriminatory
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intent necessary to make out a[n equal protection] claim.” 9 Thus, the report seems to
suggest that the intent doctrine is not a substantial bar to bringing discrimination claims.
However, relevant case law suggests that under the Equal Protection Clause, an
unjustifiable disparate impact is clearly insufficient to establish racial discrimination. If
a discriminatory zoning decision, for example, is made at a city council meeting where
residents made explicitly racist comments, the decision is still presumed to be non-racist,
unless plaintiffs could prove discriminatory intent on the part of the council members. 10
The sole intent of the city council may well have been to stabilize property values, and as
such, with the intent of excluding poor residents from the community, they deliberately
choose not to rezone the property. Even if the council likely associated poverty with
blacks, such a predictable adverse outcome on a racial group is insufficient under U.S.
law to establish a claim of racial discrimination.
One of the most significant and tragic applications of this doctrine is highlighted by a
landmark study filed with the United States Supreme Court in McCleskey v. Kemp. 11 The
study showed that prosecutors seek the death penalty in 70 percent of cases involving
Black defendants and White victims, yet only in 19 percent of cases involving White
defendants and Black victims. Further, White victim cases are 11 times more likely to
result in death sentences than Black victim cases. Despite this evidence, the Supreme
Court held that the state's capital sentencing process was not administered in a racially
discriminatory manner in violation of the Equal Protection Clause because a mere
correlation between the racial characteristics and the application of the death penalty did
not prove that the application of the death penalty to the McCleskey was motivated by
racial prejudice.
The intent doctrine makes incorrect assumptions about how people behave and make
decisions.
This constricted “intent doctrine” permeates U.S. antidiscrimination law, ignores much of
what we know about the dynamics of discrimination, and deprives many of redress for
discrimination. The extraordinarily high burden almost requires a civil rights plaintiff to
find a “smoking gun” statement expressing outward racial animus. Aside from the
obvious problems inherent in requiring a private plaintiff to offer proof of a government
actor or agency’s unspoken motivations, the futility of the intent doctrine stems from a
fundamental misconception about how discrimination operates. Although social
psychologists of the mid-twentieth century believed discrimination resulted from the
discriminator’s conscious motivation (“intent”), modern social science has greatly
expanded our understanding of discrimination and how it infiltrates interpersonal,
intergroup, and structural relationships. 12
9
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In recent years, social science research has shown that we all have subconscious or
implicit biases—beliefs, attitudes, and expectations that are based on stereotypes about
the race, gender, age, or other group to which an individual belongs. Though most of us
are completely unaware of their influence on our subconscious, these biases affect how
we perceive, interpret, and understand others’ actions. 13 Because these attitudes—
unrecognized on the conscious level but powerful at the subconscious level—influence
choices and decisions, individual and institutional discrimination can occur even in the
absence of blatant prejudice, ill will, or animus.
To demonstrate and analyze this process, psychologists developed the “implicit
association test,” which measures unconscious attitudes toward various groups of people
by tracking the response time required to match up pleasant and unpleasant words such as
“love,” “kindness,” “trust” and “fear,” “hatred,” “dishonor,” respectively, with images of
individuals who belong to “in-groups” and “out-groups”—Caucasians juxtaposed against
African Americans or males juxtaposed against females, for example. 14 More than twothirds of test takers register bias toward stigmatized groups. 15
Most recently, a 2005 study compared the relationship between employers’ explicit or
conscious attitudes toward hiring members of a certain group and the employers’ actual
hiring practices. 16 The employers said they were equally likely to hire ex-offenders and
non-offenders and equally likely that they would hire white and Black ex-offenders.
However, in practice, the employers were unlikely to hire white ex-offenders, and even
less likely to hire Black ex-offenders. Though it is possible that the subjects of the study
intentionally inflated their “non-discriminatory” scores on the surveys, it is more likely
that the subjects neither wanted nor intended to discriminate and yet, when faced with a
real-world decision, acted in a discriminatory manner.
These are just samples from a voluminous body of literature in which researchers grapple
with the implications of unconscious bias and its meaning for discrimination law. 17
Taken together, the studies show that the intent doctrine’s requirement that a plaintiff
prove the discriminating actor or agency’s motivations creates an insurmountable barrier.
It turns out that biased decision-making may result not from discriminatory motivation,
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as current legal models presume, but from a variety of unintentional categorizationrelated judgment errors that characterize normal human cognitive functioning. 18
Courts have most sharply drawn the intent requirement in the area of race. Unlike race
discrimination, courts have recognized the unconscious application of stereotypes in the
age discrimination context. “Age discrimination is not the same as the insidious
discrimination based on race or creed prejudices and bigotry. Those discriminations result
in nonemployment because of feelings about a person entirely unrelated to his ability to
do a job. This is hardly a problem for the older jobseeker. Discrimination arises for him
because of assumptions that are made about the effects of age on performance.” 19 Courts
have interpreted language in the Age Discrimination in Employment Act 20 identical to
language in Title VII's section 703(a) 21 as requiring only that age have “made a
difference” or “played a part” in a decision-making process. 22 In contrast, under the
“disparate treatment” standard for Title VII cases, a plaintiff must prove that the
discriminator was motivated at least in part by an intent to discriminate. 23 As discussed
earlier, the bar for equal protection cases is even higher. If, as research shows, even the
discriminating actor is not consciously aware of the underlying motivations, how can a
third party possibly prove the actor’s intent? As long as the intent doctrine remains a
central tenet of Equal Protection jurisprudence, all but the most overt discrimination will
be left largely unchallenged.
III. Racial discrimination in American society often arises from interactions, both
public and private, across domains and must be corrected under CERD.
The United States is responsible for failing to address unjustifiable racial impacts that
result from the influence of public conduct on private decision-making.
The definition of discrimination under CERD extends to private as well as public
distinctions and exclusions that have the purpose or effect of nullifying or impairing the
enjoyment of human rights or fundamental freedoms (art. 1, ¶1) The States Party has a
18
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duty to prohibit and eliminate all forms of discrimination (art. 2, ¶1). Although the U.S.
has reserved to the Convention with respect to the regulation of private conduct beyond
that which is required under domestic U.S. law, that is not a license to ignore the role of
local, state, and federal government complicity in contributing to racial discrimination.
Article 2, ¶1(c) extends the CERD prohibition to laws or regulations that perpetuate racial
discrimination.
Increasingly, policies, institutions, and private decision-making are
interactive. The decisions of private individuals are often responsive to institutional
arrangements and public policies in ways that perpetuate discrimination. To fulfill its
obligations under CERD, the U.S. cannot hide behind the claim of private action where
government has been or remains implicated.
The development of the segregated housing market provides an example of the influence
of public actions on private decision-making. Residential racial segregation in the U.S.
was systematically promoted by federal programs such as the Home Owners Loan
Corporation and the Federal Housing Authority (FHA), which insured private sector
loans. From 1938 through the end of the 1950s, the FHA insured mortgages on nearly
one-third of all new housing produced annually in the United States. 24 But the FHA’s
Underwriting Manuals considered blacks’ ‘adverse influences’ on property values and
instructed personnel not to insure mortgages on homes unless they were in ‘racially
homogenous’ white neighborhoods. Under its eligibility ranking system, the FHA
actually refused to lend money to or underwrite loans for whites if they moved to areas
where people of color lived.
As private lenders adopted policies conforming to these guidelines, this system became
part of the “free” market. Although the FHA removed explicitly racist language from its
manuals in the 1950s, private appraisal associations, real estate agents and firms, and
banks continued to use such language through the 1970s. 25 These practices, along with
local control and overt discrimination, made it difficult, if not impossible for blacks to
own homes. The FHA also encouraged private residents to maintain restrictive covenants
banning African Americans from certain neighborhoods. Some scholars have estimated
that racially restrictive covenants were in place in more than half of all new subdivisions
built in the United States until 1948, when the United States Supreme Court declared
them unenforceable. 26
In their place, local governments began and continue to employ suburban housing and
land use policies to promote larger lot development, sustain property values, depress the
growth of suburban rental housing, and limit the influx of African American and Latino
households. 27 Despite acknowledging that such zoning decisions predictably “bear more
heavily on racial minorities,” the U.S. Supreme Court has not found them in violation of
The FHA continues to provide building and
the Equal Protection Clause. 28
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homeownership subsidies that draw whites out of central cities and channel capital into
suburban housing construction. 29 The Court on a number of occasions has even used the
segregated housing market to justify segregation in other areas. 30
This combination of public and private racial discrimination has produced entrenched
patterns of residential segregation and resources disparities that exist today. Even after
recognizing its discriminatory role, the federal government has done virtually nothing to
disestablish what has been described as a hyper-segregated housing market. 31 Indeed, the
federal and state governments continue to promote segregation by concentrating low
income housing in segregated areas through the Low Income Housing Tax Credit
program (LIHTC), which has produced over one million units. As of 2000, threequarters of the nation’s traditional assisted housing units, and 58 percent of its Low
Income Housing Tax Credit units, were located in central cities, which were home to only
37 percent of the nation’s metropolitan population. 32 This program has not been
successfully challenged in court because the federal government has not explicitly
pursued it. 33
Housing practices have not only segregated people of color from opportunity, they have
also produced a highly racialized pattern in wealth accumulation. 34 Achieving home
ownership through the thirty-year mortgage became the primary mechanism by which
most families created wealth. 35 Renters accumulate no equity, while homeowners almost
always secure financial gains that exceed inflation. For blacks, these missed
opportunities at home ownership compounded over time. In 2000, in spite of significant
past efforts to reduce housing discrimination and important recent efforts to address
mortgage discrimination and boost homeownership rates for people of color, nonHispanic white households enjoyed a median net worth of $79,400, eight times the net
worth of Hispanic households and ten times the net worth of African American
households. 36 Even at similar levels of income, significant gaps remain. 37
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Racial and economic segregation remains severe in most metropolitan regions in the U.S.
and is exacerbated by fragmented local government policies. 38 Unlike many countries
that fund essential public services either by aggregating property taxes at the state or
federal level, the U.S. funds on a very local fragmented level, building on the
segregation that is already in place. Public infrastructure and basic services like
transportation, education, public safety, and recreation are either funded or controlled
largely at the local level. For example, schools in the U.S. are organized into local school
districts that are required to fund a substantial portion of the cost of education through
local property tax revenues. Because local district boundaries mirror municipal
boundaries, the economic and racial segregation resulting from exclusionary land usage
creates vast discrepancies in the resources that districts are able to generate through
property taxes. As a consequence, the drawing of municipal boundaries has powerful
implications for private decision-making. 39
Myron Orfield’s review of fiscal capacity in the 25 largest metropolitan areas in 1998
revealed a significant tax-base inequality between jurisdictions. 40 Districts in areas that
require the construction of expensive homes, which are also predominantly White
districts, have significantly more revenue to dedicate to education than districts that allow
for affordable housing, which tend to have large populations of color. Consequently,
residents of many large urban areas pay a spatial premium for the uneven distribution of
opportunities and resources that typifies our metropolitan regions. 41
Despite the inequalities that result, the U.S. has failed to put an end to this discriminatory
funding system and its negative impact on life opportunities. In the landmark case, San
Antonio v. Rodriguez, the Supreme Court held that an educational funding system based
on local property taxes that resulted in large disparities in per-pupil spending between
predominantly White districts and predominantly Black and Latino districts did not
violate the Constitution because plaintiffs in this case were unable to show that the
funding disparities involved were the result of intentional racial discrimination. 42
Historical and contemporary government policies and practices have incentivized private
behavior resulting in unjustifiable racial impacts that deny educational opportunities and
fair housing with implications for racial inequities in a number of other domains,
including health care and criminal justice. The CERD Committee observed in General
Recommendation 19 that racial segregation may be a product of government policies as
well as the unintended by-product of the actions of private persons. The U.S. cannot
38
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defend its actions on grounds of private conduct when its own policies spur private
decision makers to act in predictable ways with clear racial effects. As Justice Kennedy
wrote, “the distinction between government and private action… can be amorphous both
as a matter of historical fact and as a matter of present-day finding of fact. Laws arise
from culture and vice versa. Neither can assign to the other all responsibility for
persisting injustices.” 43 In both instances, the U.S. is responsible for failing to address
the unjustifiable racial impacts that flow from its policies and practices. CERD requires
the U.S. to review and nullify policies that continue to perpetuate racial discrimination.
The United States must look at how racial discrimination manifests as a consequence of
policies and practices in multiple domains.
As defined in Article 1 and General Recommendation XIV, racial discrimination includes
distinctions and exclusions that have an “unjustifiable disparate impact” upon the rights
of freedoms of particular racial or ethnic groups. The CERD is clearly concerned with
effects and racially disparate outcomes when caused by policies or practices from
multiple domains and not just the domain in question. This approach at times has been
recognized in U.S. law. For example, the United States Supreme Court struck down a
literacy test requirement for voter registration because of school segregation, recognizing
that the schools’ condition created a discriminatory effect in the use of the test in
voting. 44
In general, however, United States courts interpreting U.S. law have been increasingly
reluctant to redress discrimination in one domain that is caused by interactions in other
domains. For example, in Wards Cove v. Atonio, the Supreme Court decided that the use
of statistical evidence showing racially stratified work force would no longer be sufficient
to raise a rebuttable inference of discrimination. 45 The employees of the salmon cannery
sued the company under Title VII’s prohibition against employment discrimination. 46
They presented statistical evidence that nonwhites were overrepresented in lower paid,
unskilled cannery jobs and under-represented in higher paid, skilled, noncannery jobs.
Employees were hired through an informal process and recruited by white supervisors
through word of mouth. Ruling against the employees, the Court held that plaintiffs
alleging a disparate impact were required to show statistical disparity between the
“qualified” applicants in the labor pool of the surrounding area and the numbers actually
hired out of the group. 47 By requiring an analysis of the labor market that controls for
background characteristics and the educational preparation of workers, the Court ignored
the discrimination in education, housing, and health markets that created a racially
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stratified labor pool in the first place. 48 As the facts in the case record revealed, the
salmon industry was completely segregated by residence and work environment which,
Justice Stevens wrote in his dissent, resembled a plantation economy. 49
Racialized outcomes are often the product of cumulative effects of discrimination over
time and across domains. 50 For example, housing discrimination constrains many black
and Hispanic youth to attend high-poverty schools. 51 Children in these schools are much
less likely than their affluent peers to attend college, and more likely to drop out of
school or complete their education in a correctional facility. 52 All three outcomes reduce
the labor market options these young adults are likely to have, with grave implications for
their chances to secure health and retirement benefits. 53 It follows that in order to fully
understand why so many elderly African Americans and Hispanics live at or below the
poverty line, we not only must retrace their life-long relationship to the labor market, but
also their relationship to the housing market, and to the educational, and criminal justices.
Neighborhood conditions also directly affect African Americans’ physical and mental
health. Childhood obesity rates are high in low-income neighborhoods as fear of crime
and the lack of playgrounds and parks in poor areas keeps children indoors. 54 Health
risks also abound. Although African Americans represent only 12.7 % of the U.S.
population, they account for 26 % of asthma deaths, 55 the highest rate of any
racial/ethnic group. 56 This is outcome is predictable and largely the result of African
Americans’ homes being close to toxic dumps, toxic flumes and other environment
48
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hazards. Segregation and unequal access to health care mean that racial minorities
receive less and worse health care than whites do, exacerbating health disparities. 57
Educators agree that this lack of health well-being in turn depresses student academic
performance and achievement. 58 It would make little sense then to assert that
discriminatory practices in health or housing should not be considered when looking at
education. But this is the current position of the Supreme Court. Moreover, inequitable
school systems and a youth control complex push kids out of school and into inadequate
local job markets that deny families shelter and stability and incentivize an illicit
economy. Felon disenfranchisement then commonly reduces the political participation of
marginalized racial groups. Employment, health, wealth, crime and safety, delinquency
and risky behavior, educational achievement, recreation and where one lives are all
linked. 59
To correct for the interaction between these domains and their unjustifiable racial
impacts, U.S. Courts and policy makers must adopt an inter-institutional perspective.
There are a number of limited examples where the Court has acknowledged the
importance of a more holistic approach that is sensitive to the interactions between
domains. For example, the Supreme Court noted that in determining if there was a voting
rights violation, there should be a look at the totality of the circumstances instead of
looking at one factor in isolation. 60 Unfortunately, this approach has not been extended
to other areas, and more recent decision by the Court have suggested an inclination to
take a narrow, singular approach.
Policy makers must also be free to address unjustifiable racial impacts that accumulate
across domains.
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It is not simply that U.S. courts have insufficiently accounted for the ways in which
discrimination is caused in other domains. Increasingly, they are constraining the
freedom of other policymakers to intervene. While condemning the segregation of public
institutions in Brown v. Board of Education, 61 the U.S. Supreme Court emphasized the
importance of an integrated society. Although subsequent court decisions drew back on
the initial mandate of Brown, later drawing jurisdictional limitations on judicial authority
to implement school integration,62 and shielding local efforts to prevent housing
integration, 63 the judiciary left no doubt that local, state, and national authorities could
craft policies designed to foster societal integration and reduce racial discrimination.
The Courts are now construing the harm of racial discrimination as the harm of being
classified on the basis of race. In Parents Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle
School Dist. No. 1, 64 a case that involved the school districts of Seattle and Louisville, the
U.S. Supreme Court affirmed the harms of a segregated society and the consequences for
equal opportunity while striking down locally drawn efforts to address patterns of racial
isolation. Previously, courts were placing limits on judicial authority to intervene, with
the assumption that democratically elected policy makers were free to act. Now the
Courts are constraining the response of public decision makers by insisting on a narrow
reading of the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution. Programs designed to benefit racially marginalized groups are being
circumscribed or struck down as U.S. courts review these distinctions with the same
scrutiny that they give to distinctions drawn with clear racial animus. 65 In a sense,
society is moving backwards. The courts have recognized the importance and impact of
integration since Brown, but now there is little that government is permitted to do about
it.
Schools have started to resegregate just as the courts have adopted a more stringent
definition of discrimination after years of substantial progress. More than five decades
after Brown the nation’s public schools remain extremely segregated by race and class,
with most urban African American and many Hispanic students isolated from real
educational opportunity in poor school districts.
o A growing number of students of color are attending predominately non-white
schools, that are under resourced and these schools are segregated by both
race and class. Urban African American children remain concentrated in the
poorest performing and most economically segregated school districts in the
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nation. Almost half of African American students in the U.S. attend a central
city school district, compared to 17% of White students. 66
o Research measuring dissimilarity for metropolitan school districts in 2000
found that African American/White dissimilarity in schools was .65. Thus,
nearly 2 out of 3 children would need to transfer schools to integrate the
nation’s metropolitan school districts. While neighborhood segregation
declined slightly during the 1990’s, school segregation increased. 67
o The average African American child attends a school with a 65% student
poverty rate, compared to 30% for the average White student’s school.
Segregated high poverty schools are also failing many students of color.
Students attending majority non-white schools have lower standardized test
scores, far greater drop-out rates, and significantly lower college attendance
rates, than do students from majority white schools. Three quarters of White
students in ninth grade graduate on time while only half of African American
students finish high school with a diploma in four years. 68
Although racial discrimination was indeed deliberate and intentional, today it is likely to
be the result of policies and institutions that are no longer explicitly designed to
discriminate. Yet the effects are cumulative and well known. CERD requires the U.S. to
address these negative, racialized consequences. And while at times U.S. courts were
more responsive them, recently the Supreme Court has been taking a narrow view of
discrimination, which puts the U.S. out of step with CERD.
IV. There is a duty of all U.S. government authority to affirmatively act in
conformity with CERD.
While many U.S. laws are consonant with its duties under CERD to prohibit racial
discrimination, the CERD framework demands more than mere compliance with laws
that happen to satisfy many of its mandates. First, the CERD framework envisions an
approach in which the State Party undertakes to affirmatively eliminate all practices of
racial discrimination by ensuring that all public authorities and public institutions,
national or local, act in conformity with this obligation (art. 2, ¶1(a)). Secondly, the State
Party also assumes full responsibility for reviewing governmental, national and local
policies, and to amend, rescind, or nullify any laws and regulations which have the effect
of creating or perpetuating racial discrimination (art. 2, ¶1(c)). Finally, each State Party
is also required to introduce appropriate legislation to achieve these goals (art. 2, ¶1 (d)).
66
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Taken together, these articles require the U.S. to take affirmative measures to enhance
coordination between federal branches and with state and local government bodies, in
what can be a very fragmented system.
This fragmentation of decision-making authority has important implications for racial
equity. First, institutional outcomes are shaped, often dramatically and inexorably, by
inputs beyond the reach or control of particular institutional actors. Well-intentioned
government actors hoping to intervene and disrupt processes that perpetuate racial
discrimination often lack authority to control institutions that play an influential role in
shaping racial outcomes. For example, racial and economic segregation of schools often
stems from the fragmented policies and actions of multiple actors, including housing and
planning authorities and education officials. Strategies designed by federal courts or
school boards intended to foster integration and remediate racial discrimination often
falter because of this fragmentation. The myriad of inputs that shape neighborhood
dynamics, including private decision-making, family resources, and government policies
like the No Child Left Behind Act, 69 do a great deal to shape educational outcomes, yet
courts and schools exert little influence over any of them.
Second, absent efforts at coordination, even well-intentioned actors can produce
misaligned and therefore discriminatory policies and practices. Many minority males in
large urban school systems enter a “school-to-prison-to-dropout pipeline” created by
education and juvenile justice systems working at cross-purposes. On the one hand,
resources that could support the neediest students and forestall their incarceration are
used instead to enhance school security, raise test scores, and attend to administrative
details. Reducing the number of incarcerated students is rarely a focus of school reform
efforts. On the other hand, contact with the juvenile justice system can doom struggling
students to miss weeks or months of school; to receive inferior education while
incarcerated; and, upon returning to public school, to try to catch up with coursework that
may be unrelated to classes they took while detained. Few students who return to public
schools manage to graduate. 70
Third, the fragmentation of authority creates space for individual or institutional decisionmakers to both ignore the predictable consequence of their acts as well as to act on the
basis of unscrupulous, possibly willfully racist motives. Historically, “state’s rights” has
been the cry of many concerned with protecting or promoting local white privilege
against federal government interference. Today, many municipalities couple “restrictive
land use regulations … with costly infrastructure requirements and difficult approval
processes that make affordable home building impractical, if not impossible.” 71 The wish
to manage growth and preserve open space may be a factor in some instances, but “Not
In My Back Yard” (NIMBY) concerns are often in play, for example, acting on the fear
that an influx of low-income or minority neighbors would reduce neighborhood quality
and property values.
69
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Fourth, a lack of formal and institutionalized coordination across domains can hinder an
effective response. The events of 9/11 highlighted how dispersed and uncoordinated
government authority may be less effective in preventing and responding to negative
outcomes. Similarly, the aftermath of Hurricanes Katrina and Rita highlighted the danger
of a lack of formal and institutionalized coordination across domains. The stark
conditions that resulted in so many deaths and dislocations, as well as the tragically
inadequate and delayed governmental response, were a consequence of fractured
government and institutional authority, as well as of past overlapping governmental
policies.
In the first half of the twentieth century, New Orleans was a racially and culturally
vibrant and heterogeneous city, despite its poverty. Until 1950, poverty was not
geographically isolated and blacks and whites lived in close proximity in integrated
communities. That changed dramatically around 1970, when federal housing and
transportation policies in the city reduced racial and economic integration, after which the
poor became highly concentrated in hyper-segregated neighborhoods. The number of
concentrated-poverty neighborhoods in New Orleans actually grew by two-thirds
between 1970 and 2000, even though the poverty rate stayed about the same (26–28
percent). 72 As a consequence, at the moment the levees broke, the Lower Ninth Ward
was almost exclusively black. Despite these conditions, the middle class-oriented
evacuation plan, which assumed car ownership, did not account for the fact that most of
the city’s poor black residents did not own vehicles. The racialized disinvestment across
domains in schools, public health, and other critical institutions in the core city had
existed for decades in New Orleans, unlike the wind and the water, but were inadequately
addressed due to the lack of coordinated governmental action. The natural disaster was
really a man-made one.
The obvious response to the splintering of decision-making authority is better alignment
between the policies and practices of relevant institutions that would result in more
racially just outcomes. In the context of 9/11, as described in the U.S. Report, this deadly
lack of coordination lead Congress to create “a new Department of Homeland Security
(DHS) in 2003. This Department combines a number of other departments, agencies, and
portions of departments, such as the Coast Guard, the Transportation Security
Administration, the Federal Emergency Management Agency, and the former
Immigration and Naturalization Service.” 73 The DHS brought together these various
government agencies to increase their institutional coordination and to more effectively
protect the U.S. The same must be done to remedy racial discrimination.
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The U.S. recognizes its responsibility under CERD to force institutional compliance from
above. It issued the understanding that despite the Constitutional division of
jurisdictional authority, “to the extent that state and local governments exercise
jurisdiction over such matters, the Federal Government shall, as necessary, take
appropriate measures to ensure the fulfillment of this Convention.” 74 The federal
government is not without the tools to significantly influence decision making at the state
or local level, although it has failed to yield them to comply with CERD. In its
concluding observations, the CERD Committee emphasized that “irrespective of the
relationship between the federal authorities, on the one hand, and the States, which have
extensive jurisdiction and legislative powers, on the other, with regard to its obligation
under the Convention, the Federal Government has the responsibility to ensure its
implementation on its entire territory.” 75
There are programs at every level of government designed to address racial
discrimination in domains such as housing, education, health care, employment,
transportation and so on. However, these programs are not appropriately linked.
Pursuant to CERD, the U.S. should implement a plan for providing oversight, review,
coordination, and management of these policies so that they produce desired outcomes.
These programs must be monitored to incorporate feedback, make adjustments and
improvements to ensure that outcomes are achieved.
As required by CERD, while laws and regulations in the U.S. are under continuous
legislative and administrative revision and judicial review through processes arising
under U.S. law and custom, contrary to U.S. assertion, 76 the Government conducts these
revisions and reviews in a manner that does not satisfy its duty to comply with the
convention. For example, the U.S. Report contends that legislative and executive branch
actions are constantly being assessed by the judiciary for their consistency with the U.S.
Constitution and laws. 77 However, the U.S. fails to point out that the judiciary also
reviews the meaning of the Constitution itself. If the judicial interpretation of antidiscrimination measures and the Equal Protection is not coterminous with definitions
under CERD, then this review process cannot be thought to satisfy CERD mandates.
Furthermore, the decisions of U.S. Courts cannot be thought to operate independently
from the influence of government and outside the framework of law. They are no less
subject to CERD mandates and the requirements of law than any other branch of
government. The judiciary is a state organ that is bound to binding international treaties.
All branches of U.S. government are under a duty to act in conformity with CERD.
The United States has experienced a long period of racial retrenchment. By using narrow
evidential rules, adopting a strict intent standard, shifting the burden of proof to the
plaintiff, treating laws which discriminate against historically disadvantaged groups the
74
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same as laws intended to help racially disadvantage groups, and by the refusal to look at
interactions across domains, the United States has increasingly been out of step with what
we know about how discrimination operates as well as with the CERD framework. The
predictable result has been a steady weakening of anti-discrimination laws in
incontrovertible conflict with CERD.
V. Recommendations
UNDER ARTICLE 1
• Retool the “intent doctrine.”
o The Federal Government should amend all relevant anti-discrimination
statutes, including Titles VI (housing) and VII (employment) to explicitly
include cases in which plaintiffs can show disparate or discriminatory
impacts. Additionally, the Government should pass legislation that
would account for cases that violate the CERD, but cannot currently be
brought under the equal protection clause because of the existing “intent
doctrine.”
•

Continue to support social science research on implicit bias and its
implications for improved anti-discrimination legislation
o The increasing judicial recognition of the existence and effects of
unconscious bias, and the growing body of literature analyzing this
phenomenon, provide guidance for litigation and legislation that will more
effectively combat all types of discrimination. The Federal Government
should continue to fund this body of research, as well as hold hearings to
educate current legislators and members of the judiciary about the realities
of implicit bias, and its relevance for crafting more effective antidiscrimination laws and policies.

•

Look to the laws of other countries and the international community
o Requiring a showing of intent to prove discrimination appears to be
somewhat of an American anomaly. For instance, Canada and South
Africa both rejected intent as an element of discrimination claims, finding
that it acted as an insuperable barrier to victims seeking a remedy.
Likewise, the European Union recently recognized that discrimination
includes direct acts by someone knowingly discriminating against another,
o as well as indirect acts not motivated by prejudice, but nevertheless
resulting in discriminatory outcomes. Additionally, international treaties
such as the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights prohibit
all forms of discrimination. These laws and policies should inform future
legislation and judicial opinions in the areas of racial and other
discrimination.

•

Redress Indirect Discrimination
o The Federal Government should amend all relevant anti-discrimination
statutes, including Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 USC §
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2000d et seq., to outlaw direct and indirect discrimination on the basis of
race, color or national origin, and explicitly reach the actions of federal,
state and private actors. The primary purpose of the amended statutes
shall be the eradication of social and economic inequities, especially those
that are systemic in nature and deeply embedded in social structures,
history, institutional practices and norms. In interpreting the amended
statutes, courts shall further the stated purpose through special measures,
legal and otherwise, that advance the interests of historically
disadvantaged individuals, communities and social groups who were
disposed, deprived of their human dignity and who continue to endure
social and economic disadvantages.
•

Address Disparities Across Domains and at Predictable Points of
Institutional Interaction
o The Federal government should affirmatively link housing, schools,
employment, transportation, health care and other political and cultural
opportunities. We have government programs in every domain and at
every level of government, but they are not coordinated.
 Congress should reconsider reauthorization of HOPE VI, proposed
in 2005, which would have linked the siting of affordable housing
with a plan to improve public school conditions in the area. 78
o The Federal and State Governments should provide legislative support and
incentives for metropolitan-wide governing bodies to affirmatively link
housing, schools, jobs and transportation, creating communities of
opportunity.
 E.g., Jefferson County (Louisville) consolidated their city and
suburban school districts after Milliken failed to link city and
suburban school integration efforts. It then consolidated the city
and county governments in 2001. On a metropolitan-wide scale,
the governing body linked housing and education by using Projectbased Section 8 funding to locate affordable housing units in areas
students of color wanted to go to school, until the funding dried up.
Schools were released from busing orders once the neighborhood
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was integrated. These efforts went on politically, even after the
federal court order to desegregate was lifted.
UNDER ARTICLE 2
• Coordinate and Involve All Levels of Government
o The Federal Government should determine how to coordinate institutional
actions in situations in which authority is dispersed among many different
levels of government and when concerted action could result in more
racially just outcomes.
o All levels of government should acknowledge and address racial
discrimination that arises from the interaction of race-neutral
governmental policies and private decision-making.
o All levels of government should conduct studies and monitor progress not
of single decision points, but of the cumulative effects of many decision
points over time that affect the distribution of life opportunities.
o E.g., To map out why so many elderly African Americans and Hispanics
live at or below the poverty line, the government could retrace their lifelong relationship to the labor market, their relationship to the housing
market, and to the educational and criminal justice systems.
•

Support affirmative measures.
o The Federal Government should reverse the trend of reading the Equal
Protection Clause of the 14th Amendment very narrowly to exclude raceconscious measures to end discrimination and achieve integration.
 It should seek to reverse the decision in Parents Involved in
Community Schools v. Seattle School Dist. No. 1 to allow for raceconscious student assignment plans in K-12 schools, at a minimum
when other race-neutral policies have failed to integrate our
schools. When the next lawsuit is filed raising this issue, the
Solicitor General should defend the rights of the school districts to
adopt race-conscious measures, contrary to the position it defended
in Parents.
 It should recommit to the importance of achieving integration
across domains in neighborhoods, schools, and places of
employment and leisure.
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